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When you get  
to the Museum
This is the British Museum as you see it from  
Great Russell Street. This is the entrance you  
will use for Early morning explorers. 

Early morning explorers is when the British 
Museum opens early at 08.00. You will be able  
to go into certain rooms which will be shown  
on your timetable. You will not be able to get  
into other parts of the Museum until 10.00. 
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Entering  
the Museum
You may have to wait in a queue until we open  
the gates. This may be a bit busy and noisy. 

The Great Court in the Museum opens to everyone 
at 09.00. There may be a queue of people waiting 
to come in, but you may skip this queue and 
come straight into the Museum. Please simply 
tell security staff that you are here for the early 
morning event and they will let you in. 
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Staff
There will be several members of staff  
to welcome you to the Museum and help  
you find your way around. 

You may have to have your bags checked before 
entering the Museum. Wheeled cases and large 
bags are not allowed in the Museum. 

Security staff Visitor Services staff
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When you  
get inside
You will walk through the Main entrance into  
the Great Court where a member of staff will  
tick your name off a list and give you a sticker. 

At least one member of your group needs  
to wear this sticker to show staff you are part  
of the early morning event and give you access  
to the event areas. 

You can pick up the following resources  
for your visit at the registration desk: 

• Event programme and map 
• Museum sensory map 
• Creatures family trail 
• Ear defenders 
• Activity checklist 
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Quieter area
The Ford Centre for Young Visitors on the Lower 
floor will be open for you to use during your time 
at the Museum. The yellow and blue zones will 
be closed to other visitors so you and other Early 
morning explorers can have it to yourselves.  
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Lockers
In the Ford Centre for Young Visitors there are 
lockers where you can put your bags and coats. 
You will be given a token to use in the lockers. 
These must be given back to a member  
of staff before you leave. 
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Lifts
There is a lift down to the Ford Centre for Young 
Visitors if you need it. This is on the right just 
before you enter the Great Court.  
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Toilets
There are also accessible toilets in the Ford Centre 
for Young Visitors and an area for you to have  
your own food and drink. The Court Café in the 
Museum will not open until 09.00. You cannot  
eat or drink in the galleries.
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Breaks
You can use the Ford Centre for Young Visitors  
any time you need to take a break. There will  
be a sensory space at one end where you can  
take time to relax. The yellow and blue zones  
in the Ford Centre for Young Visitors will stay  
open exclusively for the event until 10.30. 

There are also pop-up sensory tents in selected 
areas within the event galleries. You can use  
these at any time during the event to take a break.
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Areas you can visit
You can use the Great Court during the event.  
This area will open to members of the public  
from 09.00 and so may be a little bit busier  
and noisier than other areas used for the event. 
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Restricted areas
Not all of the Museum is open for people  
to get in to. You might see black barriers like  
the one in the picture.

Please do not go beyond them. 
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Museum shop
There is a shop on the way to the event areas.  
This will be closed until 10.00 when all shops  
in the Museum will open. 
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Exploring  
the galleries
The activities throughout the event are drop-in  
and can be done in any order. 

There is a suggested route for the event 
highlighted below. However, if there is a room  
or activity you are particularly interested in,  
feel free to go straight there. 

The storytelling session in the Enlightenment 
gallery has two time slots, starting at 08.35 and 
09.15. All other activities can be visited at any time. 

While most activities run from 08.00–10.00,  
some activities finish at 09.45 (if they need  
to be packed up before the Museum opens  
to the public at 10.00). 
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Room 2 
Collecting the world 

Start your journey in Room 2 to find out about  
the curators who made important contributions  
to the Museum and its collection.
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Room 1
Enlightenment

Walk through to the Enlightenment gallery which 
tells the story of how, in the early years of the 
Museum (around 250 years ago), objects from – 
and knowledge about – different cultures were 
collected and classified. 

Join storyteller Olivia Armstrong as she takes you 
on a journey of the curious creatures hidden within 
the Enlightenment gallery. 

This is an interactive storytelling session which will 
involve walking around different parts of the gallery, 
with music and lights, as well as props to touch.

There will be two repeated sessions: 
08.35–09.05
09.15–09.45
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Room 27
Mexico

You are now entering Room 27 which tells the 
history of the country we now call Mexico, from 
around 2000–1521 BC, and its many cultures 
including the Olmec, Maya, Aztec and Mixtec.
 
Follow the trail and meet the amazing creatures of 
Mesoamerica on our Mexican menagerie challenge. 
Solve the puzzle of how to find today’s date in the 
Aztec calendar and win treasure to take home. 

There will be puzzles for you to collect along the 
challenge, objects to touch and smell and things  
to find. You will need to complete the first challenge 
to get to the next one. 
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Room 26 
North America

Walk into Room 26. This gallery explores the 
different cultural identities of Native North 
American people from ancient times to the present.

Explore this gallery at your own pace. Discover 
how important animals were to the peoples and 
cultures of North America with the Museum’s self-
led activity trail. You can collect the trail from the 
registration desk.

This activity has things you need to look for. 
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Room 24 
Living and Dying 
The Wellcome Trust Gallery

In The Wellcome Trust Gallery of Living and Dying 
you can explore different ways of thinking about  
the challenges we all face as human beings, 
focusing on how different cultures seek to maintain 
health and wellbeing.
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Room 24 
Living and Dying 
The Wellcome Trust Gallery

Join members of the Kiribati Tungaru Association 
as they perform and teach you about the traditional 
dance of this central Pacific island nation and how 
the movements represent its native frigate bird. Try 
on traditional costume and learn some of the dance 
movements. Please note some areas of this gallery 
will be open to the public from 09.00.

There will be three sessions: 
08.25–08.45
08.55–09.15
09.25–09.45

However, you may drop in and out of these 
sessions at any time during the performances.

This interactive activity will involve music, noises 
and props. 
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Room 25 
Africa
The Sainsbury Galleries

You can take the stairs in The Wellcome Trust 
Gallery of Living and Dying down to the Sainsbury 
African Galleries (Room 25). Lift access is available 
via the Great Court – just ask a member of staff  
if you need help to find your way.

Discover the Kingdom of Benin and find out why 
leopards were seen as a symbol of power. Create 
your own ‘king of the forest’ to take home with you.

This is an arts and crafts activity, set out on tables.

Please note there are large, dramatic masquerade 
costumes in the gallery.
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What to do if you 
need to leave the 
building quickly
The British Museum has two different fire  
alarm sounds.  

1.  You may hear our ‘alert’ tone, which  
is a beep followed by a female voice saying: 
 
‘Attention please, attention please. The fire  
alarm has been activated in another part  
of the building. Please stay where you are,  
listen for further announcements and follow  
the instructions of Museum staff.’
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What to do if you 
need to leave the 
building quickly
2.  Or you may hear our ‘evacuate’ tone which  

is a non-stop tone with a male voice saying:  
 
‘Attention please, attention please. The fire alarm 
has been activated in this area of the Museum. 
Please evacuate by the nearest exit and follow 
the instructions of Museum staff’.

If you hear either of these tones, you need  
to listen to the staff and follow their instructions.  

They will make sure that you all leave the building 
safely. You can also follow the fire exit signs,  
like the one shown here.
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At the end  
of the early 
morning event
The galleries open up to everyone at 10.00.  
This means that the Museum will become  
a lot busier and noisier. 

The Ford Centre for Young Visitors blue and  
yellow zones will open to the Early morning 
explorer families until 10.30. You are welcome  
to stay and visit the rest of the Museum if you like. 
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At the end  
of the early 
morning event
There is a suggested exit route for the Early 
morning explorers event, via the entrance  
on Montague place. Event staff will help you  
to leave the Museum through this route. 

Please see the suggested exit route below. 

Way in

Way out
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At the end  
of the early 
morning event
There are Hamlyn Museum explorers trails and 
family backpacks you can use to explore the 
Museum. These can be picked up from the  
Families Desk in the Great Court.

There are quieter galleries in the Museum which 
you may wish to visit once the event finishes. These 
are highlighted on the British Museum sensory 
map, available at the event registration desk  
or Information Desk in the Great Court. 

The BP exhibition Troy: myth and reality is open 
on the day of the event. The first entry into the 
exhibition is at 10.00. Entry into the exhibition  
is not included as part of the event, however,  
you can buy tickets at the Ticket Desk in the  
Great Court, if there are still on-the-day tickets 
available and it has not sold out.

Museum 
explorers
ancient 
Egypt

The Hamlyn family trails are supported by 

The people of ancient Egypt 
recorded information by 
carving it into stone. How do 
you write down your favourite 
stories and memories?

Ancient Egyptians recorded 
information by carving it into 
stone. How do you write 
down your favourite stories 
and memories?

Families  
Ages 6+
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After the early 
morning event
There are also several green spaces close  
to the Museum which you may wish to visit  
to relax after your early morning visit. 

Bloomsbury Square (4-minute walk) Russell Square (6-minute walk)
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